1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Weak macromolecular interactions control a wide spectrum of macroscopic solution behavior and are intensely studied in a diverse range of disciplines, including, for example, colloid chemistry, nanoparticles, polymer chemistry, biotechnology, food chemistry, and biophysical chemistry. With intracellular concentrations in the range of 100--500 mg/mL, ultra-weak self-association processes of proteins with *K*~D~ in the mM range can have substantial impact on phase behavior, the dynamic formation of multi-protein complexes, and the formation of pathologic assemblies. Classical examples of the latter are hemoglobin aggregation in sickle cell disease^[@ref1]^ and crystallin aggregates forming cataracts in the eye lens.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ More recently, weak interactions promoting structurally polymorph supramolecular assemblies have drawn increasing attention, and the propensity for some proteins to promote liquid--liquid phase transitions to form membrane-less organelles has become an area of active research.^[@ref4]−[@ref6]^ In parallel, significant work has been devoted to the engineering of therapeutic proteins and their formulations to suppress the formation of immunogenic higher-order structures in the highly concentrated pharmaceutical protein drug products.^[@ref7]−[@ref11]^

For protein solutions in the range of 100 mg/mL, the intermolecular distances are on the order of macromolecular dimensions. In principle, several analytical techniques, such as small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering,^[@ref12]−[@ref15]^ paramagnetic NMR spectroscopy,^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ static and dynamic light scattering,^[@ref18]−[@ref23]^ and analytical ultracentrifugation,^[@ref24]−[@ref29]^ allow binding measurements under highly concentrated conditions. However, these techniques require simultaneous modeling of colloidal hydrodynamic and thermodynamic interactions or solution structure factors, respectively, which inherently tend to obscure the self-association process, and/or depend on a high degree of sample purity. Either approach is problematic for protein samples near their solubility limit *in vitro* that are prone to form aggregates or contain undissolved microclusters, which often severely limits experimental studies of ultra-weak interactions. Unfortunately, correlated macromolecular motion at high concentrations leads to a violation of the superposition principle underlying standard particle size-distribution analyses, which can make it difficult to verify whether highly concentrated solutions are sufficiently monodisperse.

Using gravitational force as a perturbation to assess macromolecular assembly and interactions is a powerful concept. The foundation of hindered and promoted sedimentation, dependent on the interplay between repulsive hydrodynamic and weak attractive forces, is well established in colloid chemistry and statistical fluid mechanics.^[@ref30]−[@ref32]^ Similarly, enhanced sedimentation through strong or weak protein interactions, as well as reduced sedimentation from hydrodynamic non-ideality, is well known in sedimentation velocity (SV) analytical ultracentrifugation.^[@ref33]^ The latter is a classical technique of physical biochemistry,^[@ref34]−[@ref37]^ but major computational advances in recent decades have strongly enhanced this method in terms of concentration range, resolution, and application to interacting macromolecules.^[@ref33],[@ref38],[@ref39]^ In particular, a new experimental opportunity for studying weak interactions in concentrated protein solutions has arisen recently with the new ability to quantitatively interpret the characteristic boundary anomalies at high concentrations to measure hydrodynamic interactions while simultaneously determining a high-resolution diffusion-deconvoluted sedimentation coefficient distribution, termed *c*~NI~(*s*~0~).^[@ref40]^ (For a mathematical description, see the [Supporting Information \[SI\]](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.8b11371/suppl_file/ja8b11371_si_001.pdf).) Among the virtues lending SV to work at high macromolecular concentration are the absence of special label or solvent requirements and minimal sample dilution. In experiments up to 50 mg/mL, it has been shown to baseline-resolve small oligomers of medium-sized proteins and hydrodynamically separate larger particles.^[@ref40]^ Here, we show that this approach of determining a sedimentation coefficient distribution from non-ideal solutions allows the study of ultra-weak protein self-association, including processes with rapid interconversion between short-lived oligomeric states.

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2}
=========================

2.1. Principle of Experimental Approach {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------

In the present work we exploit the fact that the spatio-temporal evolution of sedimentation boundary shapes contains detailed information on the concentration-dependence of sedimentation. To clarify the basic idea, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows calculated concentration profiles evolving with time at 200000*g* for a 20 kDa protein at 50 mg/mL exhibiting a weak monomer--dimer self-association. The predictions are based on coupled Lamm partial-differential equations^[@ref41]^ (LPDEs) including chemical conversion between monomer and dimer states each with concentration-dependent sedimentation and diffusion coefficients (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.8b11371/suppl_file/ja8b11371_si_001.pdf)). Compared to ideal sedimentation in dilute conditions, colloidal hydrodynamic interactions at high concentration cause both retardation and self-sharpening of the sedimentation boundaries.^[@ref33],[@ref42],[@ref43]^ By contrast, the dominant effect of self-association is the enhancement of sedimentation, while boundaries remain significantly sharpened under non-ideal conditions. Through a detailed analysis of both the boundary shapes and migration throughout the entire sedimentation process, the new *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) method allows, for the first time, to unravel the two competing phenomena: polydispersity from oligomerization and/or aggregation, and non-ideal interactions in a mean-field approximation expressed through coefficients *k*~S~ for sedimentation and *k*~D~ for diffusion. The latter are related to the second virial coefficient *B*~2~ = (*k*~S~ + *k*~D~)/2, and capture volume exclusion and hydrodynamic interactions dependent on the interparticle distance distribution. (*B*~2~ is considered here in w/v units, equivalent to *B*′~2~*M* with *B*′~2~ in molar units.)

![Visualization of the information content of sedimentation boundaries at high concentration. Sedimentation profiles are calculated for a 20 kDa protein in self-association equilibrium between 2.1 S monomer and 3.0 S dimer, for time points of 3000 s (dashed) and 18 000 s (solid) after sedimentation at 50 000 rpm. Measurement of a dilute sample (25 μM; black line, concentrations 100-fold magnified) provides information on diffusion and monomer sedimentation coefficient. At high concentration (2.5 mM; colored lines) colloidal non-ideality interactions (*k*~S~ = 10 mL/g, *k*~D~ = 5 mL/g) oppose sedimentation and the concentration-dependent retardation leads to characteristic "self-sharpening", the latter revealing the magnitude of non-ideal interactions. The sedimentation boundaries are further modulated by self-association enhancing migration.](ja-2018-11371e_0001){#fig1}

A concentration series will shift relative populations of molecules in monomeric and dimeric state, which can be recognized from the corresponding shift in the sedimentation coefficient distributions *c*~NI~(*s*~0~). For the simulated system of [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} with *K*~D~ = 1 mM, the *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) distributions as a function of protein concentration are shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Analogous to sedimentation in dilute solution,^[@ref33],[@ref44]^ the measured distributions reflect the molecular time-average oligomeric state for self-association reactions with short complex lifetimes relative to sedimentation. These can exhibit a bimodal shape due to dilution within the sedimentation boundary.^[@ref45]^ This results in a concentration-dependent peak pattern that cannot be directly interpreted in terms of oligomeric species. However, the sedimentation coefficient distributions can be conventionally integrated to determine the isotherm of weight-average *s*-values (termed *s*~w~), and since hydrodynamic interactions have been accounted for in *c*~NI~(*s*~0~), the *s*~w~ isotherm can be modeled by mass action law as shown in the inset of [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In these analyses, the relative precision of the non-ideality parameter *k*~S~ in *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) is ∼10%, which in unfavorable cases can amplify into errors of K~D~ from isotherm modeling by a factor 2 to 3.

![Sedimentation coefficient distributions *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) calculated for the simulated monomer--dimer system of [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, based on known parameters, with *K*~D~ = 1 mM, at concentrations between 0.015 and 2 mM (0.3--40 mg/mL). The inset shows the weight-average sedimentation coefficients for each concentration from integration of *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) (symbols) and the expected binding isotherm based on mass action law (line).](ja-2018-11371e_0002){#fig2}

2.2. Demonstration with Hen Egg Lysozyme as Model System {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------------------

To test this approach in practice we carried out SV experiments with hen egg lysozyme (HEL), which is known to weakly self-associate depending on the buffer conditions.^[@ref20],[@ref22],[@ref46]^[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows typical SV data at 29 mg/mL (2 mM) HEL taken from a dilution series from 0.5 to 29 mg/mL. For the *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) analysis of the concentration series, the scaling parameter for ideal diffusion was kept at the frictional ratio obtained at the lowest concentration (where non-ideality is negligible), whereas the non-ideality coefficient for sedimentation *k*~S~ was fixed at the average value measured at the two highest concentrations (where non-ideality is strongest). Even though assembly products at higher concentration may differ in frictional ratio, boundary sharpening from non-ideality counteracts and masks concentration-dependent diffusion.^[@ref40]^ The data have extremely high signal/noise ratio and can be fit by *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) generally with a ratio of rmsd to signal of (2--3) × 10^--3^. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows the resulting sedimentation coefficient distributions at different concentrations. In addition to the monomer peak, a faster peak can be discerned with a concentration-dependent population and *s*-value, which is characteristic for self-associating systems in fast exchange. It reflects the time-average state of molecules at high concentrations in the leading edge of the sedimentation boundary. As an independent control we measured the second virial coefficient *B*~2~ by sedimentation equilibrium, resulting in a slightly negative value of *B*~2~ = −2.5 mL/g, that is consistent with previous reports^[@ref22]^ and confirms HEL self-association in these conditions.

![Rayleigh interference optical sedimentation boundaries of 29 mg/mL HEL in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.6, 300 mM NaCl at 50 000 rpm (circles) and best-fit from the *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) model (lines), as shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Residuals are shown in the lower panel. The root-mean-square deviation is 0.002-fold the loading signal. For clarity only every 10^th^ data point of every 3^rd^ scan is shown, in a color temperature indicating the evolution of time.](ja-2018-11371e_0003){#fig3}

![Sedimentation coefficient distributions of HEL in high salt (a) and low salt (b) conditions promoting or suppressing self-association, respectively. Buffer conditions are 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.6, with 300 mM NaCl (a) or 100 mM NaCl (b) with HEL concentrations indicated in the legend. The insets show weight-average s-values s~w~ as a function of concentration (corrected to standard conditions) from integration of the *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) distributions (circles) and best-fit isotherms for a monomer--dimer self-association model (red line). For (a), the best-fit *K*~D~ is 24 (11--32) mM, with *k*~S~ = 3.4 mL/g, whereas for (b) the best-fit *K*~D~ is 260 mM, but only a lower limit *K*~D~ \> 53 mM can be deduced from the data, and *k*~S~ = 5.7 mL/g. For comparison, conventional analyses not accounting for non-ideality lead to *s*~w~-values dominated by repulsive hydrodynamic interactions (crosses), implying apparent non-ideality coefficients for sedimentation *k*~S~\* = 0.71 mL/g (a) and 6.9 mL/g (b).](ja-2018-11371e_0004){#fig4}

Since the sedimentation coefficient distributions *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) are corrected for colloidal non-ideality and report *s*-values that would be encountered under conditions of ideal sedimentation,^[@ref40]^ they allow conventional interpretation of macromolecular hydrodynamic shapes and/or binding equilibria. In particular, the weight-average *s*-values (inset in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) can be interpreted as a binding isotherm, here resulting in an estimate for the monomer--dimer *K*~D~ = 24 (11--32) mM (red line). As in the case of isotherm analyses of higher affinity interactions, if a majority population of the assembly products cannot be achieved experimentally, the interpretation of the isotherms will require an assembly model. Best-fit binding constants typically correlate to some extent with the properties of the complex, in the present case its *s*-values, which can be constrained using hydrodynamic shape considerations.^[@ref33]^ Previously, experimental weight-average *s*-values could not be corrected for non-ideality, and therefore the binding isotherm was superimposed by repulsive hydrodynamic interactions, resulting in a net decrease of sedimentation coefficients with increasing concentration (crosses in the insets of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) from which only an apparent non-ideality coefficient *k*~S~\* can be obtained.

Since the non-ideal sedimentation coefficient distribution analysis does not make assumptions regarding the number and size of species present in solution, it lends itself to recognize higher-order oligomers and/or aggregates near the solubility limit. For example, data from a significantly more polydisperse sample of HEL can be found in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.8b11371/suppl_file/ja8b11371_si_001.pdf) (Figure S1). On the other hand, after having verified the absence of significant populations of other sedimenting species in the data from [Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, an explicit monomer--dimer sedimentation model using coupled LPDEs may be used in a global direct boundary fit to extract association constants ([SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.8b11371/suppl_file/ja8b11371_si_001.pdf), Figure S2). For the dilution series of HEL in 300 mM NaCl this leads to an estimate of *K*~D~ = 19 (13--24) mM, consistent with the value from isotherm analysis of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a.

An advantage of HEL as a model system is the ability to tune the affinity by modulating charges and counterions.^[@ref20]^ While the data from [Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a are collected at pH 4.6 in high salt (300 mM NaCl), at lower salt (100 mM NaCl) electrostatic repulsion dominates interparticle potential and suppresses binding. A concentration series measured by SV under these conditions leads to *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) distributions with a constant monomer peak, and only traces of dimer or aggregates at the highest concentration ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). Correspondingly, sedimentation equilibrium experiments yield a second virial coefficient of *B*~2~ = 4.2 mL/g, consistent with excluded volume and repulsive charge interactions. The isotherm of weight-average sedimentation coefficients from the new *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) analysis (inset in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) allows a lower limit of *K*~D~ = 53 mM to be determined. (Global boundary modeling with single-component LPDEs leads to a lower limit of 81 mM; data not shown.) By conventional methods, the weight-average *s*-values only show a strong decrease with concentration from uncorrected hydrodynamic non-ideality.

2.3. Application to Chicken γS-Crystallin {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------

Finally, we apply the new approach to study the solution state of chicken γS-crystallin. γ-Crystallins are a major macromolecular component of the densest regions of vertebrate eye lenses, and without turnover, they must remain soluble for the lifetime of the organism.^[@ref47]^ They are among the most compact proteins known^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ and, across different phyla, have evolved to exhibit high molecular refractive index so as to alleviate high osmotic pressure and chemical activity.^[@ref50],[@ref51]^ A prerequisite for transparency of the lens is the absence of refractive index fluctuations on the spatial scale greater than half the wavelength of light,^[@ref52]^ and crystallin aggregation mechanisms in the development of cataract have been subject of significant research over several decades.^[@ref53]^ Furthermore, light scattering is minimized for disordered packing with correlation lengths on the order of the average intermolecular distances.^[@ref52],[@ref54]^ Weak collective attractive interactions of crystallins have been deduced from dynamic light scattering experiments,^[@ref23]^ small angle neutron scattering data,^[@ref15]^ and the study of liquid--liquid phase separation in ternary mixtures.^[@ref23]^ γ-Crystallins are monomeric in dilute solution, but are structurally closely related to multimeric β-crystallins,^[@ref55],[@ref56]^ and weak dimerization of γ-crystallins mediated by alignment of molecular dipoles has been proposed.^[@ref57]^ Recently, we have reported intermolecular contacts in crystals of chicken γS-crystallin that mimic a conserved dimerization interface in β-crystallins.^[@ref58],[@ref59]^ However, dimerization could not be detected in solution, as the interpretation of sedimentation boundaries in SV was obscured by obligate hydrodynamic repulsive interactions.^[@ref58]^ Therefore, with the expanded dynamic range of SV presented here, and using the new tools to account for colloidal interactions, we reexamine the question of solution self-association of chicken γS-crystallin.

[Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows Rayleigh interference profiles for a sample of 82 mg/mL γS-crystallin. With ∼6% volume occupancy of protein in solution this is at the limit of the linear approximation for concentration-dependent sedimentation and diffusion coefficients^[@ref60]^ underlying the current *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) analysis. However, in a concentration series self-association can be clearly discerned from both the increasing amplitude of faster-sedimenting boundary component at higher concentrations, and from the increase in the overall weight-average sedimentation coefficient. Analysis of the *s*~w~ isotherm leads to an estimate of *K*~D~ = 27 (16--81) mM ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of significant faster-sedimenting contributions, an explicit single-component, monomer--dimer LPDE model ([SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.8b11371/suppl_file/ja8b11371_si_001.pdf), Figure S3) leads to a best-fit *K*~D~ = 24 (18--36) mM, corresponding to a standard free-energy of binding of −9.2 kJ/mol. It will be interesting in future studies to examine similarly the magnitude of weak self-association of other γ-crystallins, as well as mutual binding among different members of the βγ-crystallin family. Weak interactions between γD and βB1 of similar magnitude as the self-interaction of γD have been observed from measurements of liquid--liquid phase separation in ternary mixtures.^[@ref23]^ Interestingly, *K*~D~ values in the range of tens of mM correspond to protein concentrations at half-saturation comparable to the total protein in the nucleus of the lens, and therefore may play a significant role in maintaining a spatial organization with high packing density with short-range order that ensures transparency while avoiding crystallization, aggregation, and liquid--liquid phase separation.^[@ref15],[@ref52],[@ref54],[@ref61]^ In fact, it has been calculated that interaction energies as low as −1.3 kJ/mol between α- and γ-crystallin can already impact lens transparency significantly.^[@ref15]^

![Rayleigh interference optical sedimentation boundaries of 82 mg/mL chicken γS-crystallin in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5, sedimenting at 50 000 rpm in 1.75 mm path length centerpiece. For clarity only every 10^th^ data point of every 3^rd^ scan is shown (circles), and best-fit from the *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) model (lines). The ratio of rmsd of the residuals (lower panel) to loading signal is 0.0034.](ja-2018-11371e_0005){#fig5}

![Sedimentation coefficient distributions *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) of chicken γS-crystallin from 15 μM to 4 mM (0.3--82 mg/mL). The inset shows weight-average s-values as a function of concentration (circles), and the best-fit isotherm for a monomer--dimer self-association model (red line) resulting in an estimate of *K*~D~ = 27 (16--81) mM. For comparison, the conventional analysis not accounting for non-ideality leads to *s*~w~-values shown as crosses.](ja-2018-11371e_0006){#fig6}

3. Conclusion {#sec3}
=============

We report a new method to study ultra-weak self-association of proteins which is based on the measurement of non-ideal sedimentation coefficient distributions in SV. It overcomes the correlation and compensation of concentration-dependent effects from repulsive hydrodynamic interactions and attractive interactions from binding, which previously limited the interpretation of SV data at high concentrations. A key advantage over most existing methodology for studying protein interactions is the ability to monitor polydispersity and to exclude signal contributions from aggregates, should they occur, in the subsequent binding isotherm analysis. Thus, SV can well tolerate impurities of macromolecules or particles that are outside the size range of the proteins studied, whereas impurities that cannot be hydrodynamically resolved should be below 5%. Furthermore, measuring the macromolecular sedimentation coefficient distributions can provide a rational motivation for binding models. A significant disadvantage compared to NMR is the lack of structural detail in SV studies, which can provide only macroscopic information on complex sizes and populations. Experimentally, SV does not require any labels, is compatible with a wide range of buffers, requires on the order of 100 μL sample volume, and can be applied to samples as high as 80 mg/mL, which allows the detection of interactions with equilibrium dissociation constants on the order of total intracellular concentrations. For stronger interactions, it offers the potential to saturate complex formation, for example, to populate the largest oligomers and extend conventional binding analyses into the range of non-ideal solutions where self-association has previously been masked by repulsive hydrodynamic interactions. Even though our focus was protein interactions, the method is equally applicable to carbohydrates and other macromolecules.^[@ref28],[@ref62]^ SV is rapidly developing in the areas of detection technology and sample holders,^[@ref40],[@ref63]−[@ref67]^ which in conjunction with recent theoretical advances^[@ref32]^ may allow improved precision and higher upper concentration limits in the future.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/jacs.8b11371](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.8b11371).Mathematical methods for *c*~NI~(*s*~0~) and LPDEs, *s*~w~ binding isotherm modeling, experimental details, figures of polydisperse samples, and global LPDE fits ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.8b11371/suppl_file/ja8b11371_si_001.pdf))
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